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about us
Barter & Shake Cocktail Entertainment was
founded with a commitment to push
traditional boundaries and create
unparalleled guest experiences through
world-class cocktail programs. Known for
curating captivating and imaginative
environments, Barter & Shake combines
riveting aesthetics with exotic ingredients
and unique flavors to deliver a memorable
adventure for its guests. Barter & Shake
aspires to set a new standard in hospitality
in both the local and international cocktail
entertainment industry.
Barter & Shake Cocktail Entertainment is
based in Phoenix, Arizona, and includes
award-winning cocktail bar concepts,
Century Grand and UnderTow.

our concepts

who we are
Founder & Executive President of Concept
Development
Rich Furnari
Founder & Executive President of Beverage
Jason Asher
Partner & CFO
Jeff Holland
Partner & Executive VP of Operations
Mat Snapp
Assistant Director of Operations
Cortnie Cozeck
Director of Bars
Jax Donahue
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Director of Learning & Development
Kristina Jonas
Director of Communications
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Century Grand is a turn-of-the-century inspired cocktail bar serving specialty craft cocktails alongside
an immersive experience filled with the sights and sounds from an era long gone, but not forgotten.
Century Grand opened in Phoenix, Arizona, in 2019, with an award-winning beverage program
brought to you by the team at Barter & Shake Cocktail Entertainment.
With multiple cocktail concepts under one roof, join us for a progressive yet approachable cocktail
experience filled with intriguing characters and tales of adventure. In this space we celebrate life’s
simple joys with meticulously crafted cocktails, rare spirits, and memorable stories in an
approachable, immersive environment. At Century Grand, we pay homage to this time and place
when ‘The West’ was won. America was settled coast to coast, primarily because of technical
achievements, such as the great transcontinental railroad system.

www.centurygrandphx.com

Platform 18, the glamourous, Presidential Pullman-inspired train car, resides inside Century Grand.
This immersive, elevated cocktail experience comfortably seats 36 guests and serves over 45 cocktail
options, including large format punches, non-alcoholic, low ABV, and booze-infused ice creams. By
booking a ticket (i.e., reservation), travelers will embark on a 90-minute journey through the
mountainous terrain surrounding the proprietor, Hollis Cottley Pennington’s estate. Guests of Mr.
Pennington enjoy an opulent adventure to the early 20th century while imbibing on exquisitely crafted
cocktails inspired by worldly flavors and ingredients.

https://centurygrandphx.com/platform18/

The Grey Hen Rx is a craft cocktail bar inspired by New Orleans, the first city to establish and license
a professional pharmacist in the United States. It wasn’t until the mid-1800s that the chemist was
well-established as professional pharmacists, with a wide-ranging and competitive set of services.
These apothecaries had a high standing within their communities and functioned as a “first-port-ofcall” for many different social classes for advice and cure-alls.
Tucked in the corner of Century Grand, the revamped Grey Hen Rx apothecary epitomizes handselected fine spirits and elevated cocktail experience. With seasoned spirits professionals conducting
the operations, guests can sip on the thoughtfully curated selection of the best bourbons and
whiskeys and try new cocktails from the New Orleans-inspired cocktail menu.
This innovative menu was developed by award-winning mixologist and resident chemist, Barter &
Shake co-founder, Jason Asher. It features a new collection of experimental non-alcoholic “spirits,”
alongside low ABV and boozy classics like the Roffignac, Sazerac, and Vieux Carre, as well as
booze-infused sorbets and ice creams.

https://centurygrandphx.com/grey-hen/

UnderTow is an award-winning, exotic cocktail bar from the team at Barter & Shake Cocktail
Entertainment. Opening in August 2016 in Phoenix, Arizona, UnderTow offers a tropical yet
innovative cocktail experience. The environment whisks guests away on a worldly journey in the belly
of a spice trader’s turn-of-the-century Clipper ship, which follows the adventures of our revered
Captain John Mallory and Crew. UnderTow’s signature décor and special effects have been customcreated by various commissioned artists. This fully immersive, world-class cocktail experience also
features rare rums from around the world and offers a variety of handcrafted, signature merchandise
available for retail.

www.undertowphx.com
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